Best memory usage for real-world signals

Understanding Sequence Run and Sequence Advance Modes
Sequences and Run Mode Options

Electronic devices and system become more and more complex and force more complex measurements and so long and complex waveforms, which require in case of an AWG long play times. One approach is to increase the amount of memory. The Keysight Technologies 81180A is available with 16 or 64 Msamples memory. The other possibility is to make best usage of the memory with a sequencer. Many waveforms are repetitive depending of certain events.

This application note focuses on sequence parameters and how they can be used in different run mode options to generate and refine the output of the 81180A. Chapter 3 of the 81180A Arbitrary Waveform Generator (AWG) manual describes the sequence function and front panel programming aspects of various sequence parameters. What is also important is being able to create a sequence that matches the requirements of real life scenarios. This is normally difficult with simple sequence routines however, the 81180A AWG has capability that, if fully understood, can be used to duplicate and simulate extremely complex scenarios. Examples of such waveforms include communication signals from a ground to air station, battle field stealth techniques, complex I&Q modulation signals, and multi-tone phase-shifted communication signal.
Table 1 shows how advance modes affect the sequence in various run mode options. Just as a brief reminder, sequences are created in sequence tables. To create a sequence one must do the following:

1. Define waveform segments.
2. Download waveforms to the waveform segments.
3. Write a sequence table that defines steps, segments, repeats, and jump bits. (Figure 1 shows an example of a sequence table created on an 81180A front panel display.)
4. Select an advance mode. Advance mode defines how the waveforms in the sequence table step through the sequence table entries. There are three advance mode options: auto, once, and stepped.
5. Select run mode. Run mode defines if the sequence will be generated continuously without intervention from the outside world, or if the sequence requires an enable, trigger, or gating event to start a sequence.

If the above steps are properly defined, your sequence will generate at the output connector. Note that downloading waveforms and creating the sequence table are prerequisites to generating any type of sequence. Advance and run modes can be modified later with no effect on the sequence table. Also note that the 81180A can store up to 1,000 different sequence tables which can be recalled one at a time to play different scenarios, for different applications, at the output connector.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Run mode</th>
<th>Waveform</th>
<th>Advance mode</th>
<th>Arm options</th>
<th>Idle waveform</th>
<th>Enable signal</th>
<th>Abort signal</th>
<th>Initiate signal</th>
<th>Wave loops</th>
<th>Seq loops</th>
<th>Jump flag</th>
<th>Jump signal</th>
<th>Smart trig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sequenced</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>– (o)</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Event –</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Wave</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Wave</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Wave</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Continuous</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>Adv’d seq</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>–</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Triggered</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gated</td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Once</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: “–” denotes not relevant
Abort signal – Defines the source from where an abort signal is expected
- BUS – A remote command aborts all output activities. This signal does not affect the generator when set to operate in self-armed mode
- Initiate signal – Defines the wait for trigger entry port to initiate a waveform. Relevant for trigger and gated run modes only
- F.P. – A front panel push button is used to initiate a waveform or a sequence
- BUS – A remote command initiates a waveform or a sequence. Selecting this option automatically disables front panel operation
- Trigger – A valid signal at the trigger input initiates a waveform or a sequence
- Wave loops – Defines how many times the waveform repeats after a valid initiate signal
- Seq loops – Defines how many times the sequence and sequenced sequences repeat after a valid initiate signal
- Jump flag – Marks a step in a sequence as either wait for an event to jump or unconditional jump
- Bit = 0 – Unconditional jump to the next step upon completion of the waveform loops
- Bit = 1 – Dwell on current step and wait for an event to jump to the next step
- Jump signal – Defines the entry port for a signal to cause a jump
- Event – Assigns the event input as the jump signal
- Smart trigger – Defines if smart trigger features are available for a specific function.
Using sequences in continuous run mode

This section describes how the sequence generator behaves in continuous run mode and in conjunction with the three advance mode options: auto, once, and stepped. The examples are driven from the sequence table shown in Figure 1. The Continuous, auto sequence section below relates to Table 2 and the section’s flow charts depict the sequence flows for the various advance modes.

Table 2: Sequence advance in continuous run mode option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advance mode</th>
<th>Arm options</th>
<th>Idle waveform</th>
<th>Enable signal</th>
<th>Abort signal</th>
<th>Wave loops</th>
<th>Seq loops</th>
<th>Jump flag</th>
<th>Jump signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Wave</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Wave</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuous, auto sequence

Let us take the first line in Table 2 and analyze how a sequence behaves if you placed the run mode in continuous, advance mode in auto and the arm option in self-armed. Figure 1 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 2 depicts the sequence flow as listed in the sequence table.

This is the simplest form of sequence. Notice that as soon as the sequence is programmed, the output starts generating waveforms in an ascending order per the advanced sequence table. Also notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the step halts until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. The sequence continues until it reaches Step 5 and then sequence generation resumes without delay and without waiting for external signals to trigger the sequence.

If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, the same sequence as shown in Figure 2 repeats itself continuously and indefinitely until turned off by the user.

Now, let us add a bit of complexity to the continuous, self-armed auto mode by adding an arming option. The arm option idles on the first waveform and waits until a valid event starts the sequence. After this event, the sequence behaves as expected from a self-armed sequence scheme. The user can select when to abort the sequence.
Figure 3 depicts the continuous auto sequence in arm mode, using the same sequence table that was used for the selfarmed mode.

Immediately after the sequence table and modes have been programmed, the output starts idling on the waveform, which is defined in Step 1. An enable event is required to start the sequence and when asserted, the sequence pointer shifts to the start of the first waveform and begins generating the sequence.

Notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the step halts until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. The sequence continues until it reaches Step 5 and resumes generating the sequence without delay and without waiting for external signals to trigger the sequence; the same sequence as shown in Figure 2. If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, the sequence repeats itself continuously and indefinitely until turned off by the user.

The sequence can be stopped when one of two conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted or 2) another output function is programmed by the user. An abort signal returns the sequence pointer to Step 1 where the output idles on this step until the sequence is re-enabled.

![Figure 3: Continuous, armed auto mode](image-url)
Continuous, once sequence

Let us take the third line in Table 2 and analyze how a sequence behaves if you place the run mode in continuous and set the advance mode to once. Figure 1 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 4 depicts the sequence flow as listed in the sequence table.

The once mode is similar to the continuous, armed auto sequence except that the sequence loops only the number of times that have been defined by the sequence loop’s counter.

Immediately after the sequence table and modes have been programmed, the output starts idling on the waveform which is defined in Step 1. An enable event is required to start the sequence and when asserted, the sequence pointer shifts to the start of the first waveform and initiates generation of the sequence.

Notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the step halts until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. The sequence continues until it reaches Step 5. If the sequence loop’s counter is set to “1”, the output will cease generating the sequence and will idle on the waveform as programmed in Step 1. If the sequence loop counter has been programmed to a certain value, the sequence will repeat itself until it completes the number of loops specified and then will idle on the waveform as specified in Step 1.

The sequence can be stopped when one of three conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted and the signal returns the sequence pointer to Step 1 where the output idles until the sequence is re-enabled, 2) another output function is programmed by the user, or 3) the sequence loop counter reaches the final number of loops.

Figure 4: Continuous, once sequence mode
Continuous, stepped sequence

The forth line in Table 2 contains parameters that affect the continuous, stepped sequence. In general, stepped sequence requires events to advance from one step to the next. In fact, this is like programming all jump bits in the sequence table to “1”.

Immediately after the sequence table and modes are programmed, the output starts idling on the waveform defined in Step 1. An enable event is required to start the sequence. When asserted, the sequence pointer shifts to the start of the first waveform and initiates generation of the first waveform in the sequence. From this point onwards, only events advance waveforms from step to step and when the sequence ends, it starts all over again without the need for another enable signal.

The sequence can be stopped when one of three conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted and returns the sequence pointer to Step 1, where the output idles until the sequence is re-enabled, 2) another output function is programmed by the user, or 3) events are no longer available to advance the steps.

---

Figure 5: Continuous, stepped sequence mode
Using sequences in triggered run mode

The following section describes how the sequence generator behaves in triggered run mode and in conjunction with the three advance mode options: auto, once, and stepped. The examples are all driven from the sequence table example shown in Figure 6. The explanations below pertain to Table 3 and the flow charts that depict sequence flows for the various advance modes.

Triggered, auto sequence

Let us analyze how a sequence behaves if you place the run mode in triggered and the advance mode in auto. Figure 6 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 7 depicts the sequence flow as listed in the sequence table.

Notice that as soon as the sequence is programmed, the output starts idling on a DC level and waits there for a valid trigger signal. The output starts generating the waveforms in the sequence table in an ascending order, as listed in the sequence table. Also notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag is used for controlling the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the output dwells on the waveform until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. Then, the sequence continues until it reaches Step 5 and resumes generating the sequence again; without delay and without waiting for external signals to trigger the sequence.

If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, the same sequence shown in Figure 7 would repeat itself continuously and indefinitely until turned off by the user.

Finally, if you compare the triggered auto run mode sequence to the continuous and armed auto run mode, the difference is obvious; one idles on a waveform and the other on a DC level. Once enabled or triggered, the two types of sequences behave exactly the same.

![Figure 6: Sequence table example](image)

![Figure 7: Triggered, auto sequence mode](image)

Table 3: Sequence advance in triggered run mode option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advance mode</th>
<th>Arm options</th>
<th>Idle waveform</th>
<th>Abort signal</th>
<th>Initiate signal</th>
<th>Wave loops</th>
<th>Seq loops</th>
<th>Jump flag</th>
<th>Jump signal</th>
<th>Smart trig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.[BUS</td>
<td>Trigger]</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.[BUS</td>
<td>Trigger]</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.[BUS</td>
<td>Trigger]</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Triggered, once sequence

The once advance mode differs from the auto advance mode only in the way the sequence stepper behaves at the end of the sequence. In auto advance mode the sequence repeats itself continuously until stopped by the user. In once advance mode, the user defines a loop counter that tells the sequence generator how many times it should be repeated. At the end of the repeat counter, the sequence resumes idle position on a DC level.

Figure 6 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 8 shows the sequence flow as listed in the sequence table. Notice that as soon as the sequence is programmed, the output starts idling on a DC level and will wait there for a valid trigger signal. Then, the output starts generating the waveforms in the sequence table in an ascending order as listed in the advanced sequence table. Also notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the output dwells on the waveform until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. The sequence continues until it reaches Step 5 and then resumes to idle on a DC level, except if the loop counter has been programmed to generate “N” multiples of sequence loops.

If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, the same sequence as shown in Figure 2 would repeat itself for “N” times and then resume to idle on a DC level.

Triggered, stepped sequence

As described in the continuous stepped sequence mode, stepped sequence requires events to advance from one step to the next. The difference between the continuous and triggered modes is that the continuous stepped advance mode starts from a waveform (as programmed for Step 1, and the triggered step advance mode starts from a DC level.

Immediately after the sequence table and modes have been programmed, the output starts idling on a DC level. A trigger event is required to start the sequence. When asserted, the sequence pointer shifts to the start of the first waveform and initiates generation of the first waveform in the sequence.

From this point onwards, only events advance waveforms from step to step, and when the sequence ends it starts all over again without the need for another trigger signal.

The sequence can be stopped when one of three conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted and returns the sequence pointer to Step 1 where the output idles until the sequence is re-enabled, 2) another output function is programmed by the user, or 3) events no longer are available to advance the steps.

Figure 9: Triggered, stepped sequence mode
Using sequences in gated run mode

The following section describes how the sequence generator behaves in gated run mode. In fact, there is only one advance mode that can be used in conjunction with the gated run mode and that is auto advance. Once and stepped advance modes cannot be used in gated run mode. The sequence example is driven from the sequence table shown in Figure 10. The explanations below pertain to Table 4 and the flow chart that depict sequence flow for the gated auto advance mode.

Gated, auto sequence

Now let us analyze how a sequence behaves if you place the run mode in gated and the advance mode in auto. Figure 10 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 11 depicts the sequence flow as listed in the sequence table.

Notice that as soon as the sequence is programmed, the output starts idling on a DC level and waits there for a valid gating signal. Then, the output starts generating the waveforms in the sequence table in an ascending order. Also notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the output dwells on the waveform until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. Then, the sequence continues until it reaches Step 5. It then resumes generating the sequence without delay and without waiting for external signals to trigger the sequence.

If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, the same sequence as shown in Figure 7 would repeat itself continuously and indefinitely until turned off by the user.

The sequence can be stopped when one of three conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted and returns the sequence pointer to a DC level where the output idles until the sequence is re-enabled, 2) another output function is programmed by the user, or 3) the gating signal transitions to low and hence terminates the gated operation.
Advanced Sequence and Run Mode Options

Table 1 shows how advance modes affect the advanced sequence in various run mode options. Just as a brief reminder, an advanced sequence is created in a special advanced sequence table. To create an advanced sequence one must do the following:

1. Define waveform segments.
2. Download waveforms to the waveform segments.
3. Write sequence tables that defines steps, segments, repeats, and jump flags.
4. Write an advanced sequence table that defines steps, sequences, repeats and jump flags, just as is done for normal sequences except the table entries require sequence numbers, not segment numbers. Figure 12 shows an example of an advanced sequence table created on an 81180A front panel display.

5. Select an advance mode. Advance mode defines how the waveforms in the sequence table step through the sequence table entries. There are three advance mode options: auto, once and stepped.

6. Select run mode. Run mode defines if the sequence will be generated continuously without intervention from the outside world, or if it requires an enable, trigger, or gating events to start a sequence.

If the above steps are defined properly, your advanced sequence will be generated at the output connector. Note that downloading waveforms, creating sequence tables, and then an advanced sequence table, are prerequisites to generating any type of sequence. Advance and run modes can be modified later with no effect on the sequence table. The 81180A AWG can store only one advanced sequence table, but can store up to 1,000 different normal sequence tables that can be used for the advanced sequencing technique.

Figure 12: Advanced sequence table example
Using an advanced sequence in continuous run mode

The following section describes how the advanced sequence generator behaves in continuous run mode and in conjunction with the three advance mode options: auto, once, and stepped. The examples are all driven from the advanced sequence table example as shown in Figure 1. The explanations below pertain to Table 5 and the flow charts that depict sequence flows for the various advance modes.

Table 5: Advanced sequence in continuous Run Mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advance mode</th>
<th>Arm options</th>
<th>Idle waveform</th>
<th>Enable signal</th>
<th>Abort signal</th>
<th>Wave loops</th>
<th>Seq loops</th>
<th>Jump flag</th>
<th>Jump signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>Adv’d seq</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>Sequence</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Continuous, auto advanced sequence

Let us take the first line in Table 5 and analyze how a sequence behaves if you place the run mode in continuous, advance mode in auto and the arm option in self-armed. Figure 12 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 13 depicts the advanced sequence flow as listed in the advanced sequence table.

This is the simplest form of advanced sequence. Notice that as soon as the sequence is programmed; the output generates sequences in an ascending order, as listed in the advanced sequence table. Also notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the step halts until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. Then, the sequence continues until it reaches Step 5 and resumes generating the sequence again without delay and without waiting for external signals to trigger the sequence.

If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, the same sequence as shown in Figure 13 would repeat itself continuously and indefinitely until turned off by the user.

Now, let us add complexity to the continuous, self-armed auto advanced sequence mode by adding an arming option. The arm option idles on the first sequence and waits until a valid event starts the advanced sequence as listed in the advanced sequence table. After this event, the advanced sequence behaves just as a self-armed advanced sequence scheme, except the user can select when to abort the sequence when it is no longer required.

![Figure 13: Continuous, self-armed auto advanced sequence mode](image-url)
Figure 14 depicts the continuous auto advanced sequence in armed mode, using the same sequence table as was used for the self armed mode.

Immediately after the advanced sequence table and modes have been programmed, the output starts idling on the sequence which is defined in Step 1. An enable event is required to start the sequence and when asserted, the advanced sequence pointer shifts to the start of the first sequence and initiates generation of the sequence.

Notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag is controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the step halts until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. The sequence continues until it reaches step 5 and then resumes generating the sequence again without delay and without waiting for external signals to trigger the sequence. The same sequence as shown in Figure 14. If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, it would have repeated itself continuously and indefinitely until turned off by the user.

The advanced sequence can be stopped when one of two conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted or 2) another output function is programmed by the user. An abort signal returns the advanced sequence pointer to Step 1. The output idles on this step until the sequence is re-enabled.

![Diagram of Continuous, armed auto advanced sequence mode](image-url)
Continuous, once advanced sequence

Let us take the third line in Table 5 and analyze how an advanced sequence behaves if you place the run mode in continuous and the advance mode in once. Figure 12 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 15 depicts the sequence flow as listed in the sequence table.

The once mode is similar to the continuous, armed auto sequence except that the advanced sequence loops only the number of times that are defined by the sequence loop’s counter.

Immediately after the advanced sequence table and modes have been programmed, the output starts idling on the sequence defined in Step 1. An enable event is required to start the sequence and when asserted, the sequence pointer shifts to the start of the first sequence and initiates generation of the advanced sequence.

Notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the step halts until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. The sequence continues until it reaches Step 5. If the sequence loop’s counter is set to “1”, the output will cease generating the sequence and will idle on the sequence as programmed in Step 1. If the sequence loop’s counter has been programmed to a certain value, the sequence will repeat itself until it completes the number of loops and then resume idle on the sequence as specified in Step 1.

The sequence can be stopped when one of three conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted and the signal returns the sequence pointer to Step 1 where the output idles on this step until the sequence is re-enabled, 2) another output function is programmed by the use, or 3) the sequence loop counter has reached the final number of loops.

Figure 15: Continuous, once advanced sequence mode
Continuous, stepped sequence

The forth line in Table 5 contains parameters that affect the continuous, stepped advanced sequence. In general, stepped advanced sequence requires events to advance from one step to the next. In fact, this is like programming all jump bits in the sequence table to "1".

Immediately, after the advanced sequence table and modes have been programmed, the output starts idling on the sequence defined in Step 1. An enable event is required to start the sequence and when asserted, the sequence pointer shifts to the start of the first sequence and initiates generation of the first sequence in the advanced sequence loop. From this point onwards, only events advance sequences from step to step and when the advanced sequence ends, it starts all over again without the need for another enable signal.

The advanced sequence can be stopped when one of three conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted and returns the sequence pointer to Step 1 where the output idles on this step until the sequence is re-enabled, 2) another output function is programmed by the user, or 3) events no longer are available to advance the steps.

Figure 16: Continuous, stepped advanced sequence mode
Using an Advanced Sequence in Triggered Run Mode

The following paragraphs describe how the advanced sequence generator behaves in triggered run mode and in conjunction with the three advance mode options: auto, once, and stepped. The examples are all driven from the advanced sequence table shown in Figure 17 and the explanations below pertain to Table 6. The flow charts depict sequence flows for the various advance modes.

Table 6: Advanced sequence advance in triggered run mode

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advance mode</th>
<th>Arm options</th>
<th>Idle waveform</th>
<th>Abort signal</th>
<th>Initiate signal</th>
<th>Wave loops</th>
<th>Seq loops</th>
<th>Jump flag</th>
<th>Jump signal</th>
<th>Smart trig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Self-armed</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.:BUS</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Once</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.:BUS</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td>Bit (0</td>
<td>1)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stepped</td>
<td>Armed</td>
<td>DC</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P.:BUS</td>
<td>Trigger</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Event</td>
<td>Yes</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 17: Sequence table example

Triggered, auto advanced sequence

Now let us analyze how a sequence behaves if you place the run mode in triggered and advance mode in auto. Figure 17 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 18 depicts the advanced sequence flow as listed in the sequence table.

Notice that as soon as the sequence is programmed, the output starts idling on a DC level and waits there for a valid trigger signal. The output then starts generating the sequences in the sequence table in ascending order, as listed in the advanced sequence table. Also notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the output dwells on the sequence until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. Then the sequence continues until it reaches Step 5 and resumes generating the sequence again without delay and without waiting for external signals to trigger the sequence.

If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, the same sequence as shown in Figure 18 would have repeated itself continuously and indefinitely until turned off by the user.

Finally, if you compare the triggered auto run mode sequence to the continuous and armed auto run mode, the difference is obvious: one idles on a sequence and the other on a DC level. Once enabled or triggered, the two types of sequences behave exactly the same.
Triggered, once advanced sequence

The once advance mode differs from the auto advance mode only in the way the sequence stepper behaves at the end of the sequence. In auto advance mode the sequence repeats itself continuously until stopped by the user. In once advance mode, the user defines a loop counter that tells the sequence generator how many times to repeat. At the end of the repeat counter, the sequence resumes idle position on a DC level.

Figure 17 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 19 depicts the sequence flow as listed in the advanced sequence table. Notice that as soon as the sequence is programmed, the output starts idling on a DC-level and will wait there for a valid trigger signal. The output then starts generating the sequences in the sequence table in ascending order, as listed in the advanced sequence table. Also notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the output dwells on the sequence until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. The sequence continues until it reaches Step 5 and then resumes to idle on a DC level except if the loop counter has been programmed to generate “N” multiples of sequence loops.

If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, the same sequence as shown in Figure 19 would repeat itself for “N” times and then resume to idle on a DC level.

Triggered, stepped advanced sequence

As described in the continuous stepped advanced sequence mode, stepped sequence requires events to advance from one step to the next. The difference between the two modes is that the continuous stepped advance mode starts from a sequence (as programmed for step 1) and the triggered step advance mode starts from a DC level.

Immediately, after the advanced sequence table and modes have been programmed, the output starts idling on a DC level. A trigger event is required to start the sequence and when asserted, the sequence pointer shifts to the start of the first sequence and initiates generation of the first sequence in the advanced sequence. From this point onwards, only events advance sequences from step to step and when the sequence ends, it starts all over again without the need for another trigger signal.

The advanced sequence can be stopped when one of three conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted and returns the sequence pointer to Step 1 where the output idles on this step until the sequence is re-enabled 2) another output function is programmed by the user, or 3) events no longer are available to advance the steps.
Using an Advanced Sequence in Gated Run Mode

The following section describes how the advanced sequence generator behaves in gated run mode. In fact, there is only one advance mode that can be used in conjunction with the gated run mode is auto advance. Once and stepped advance modes can not be used in gated run mode. The sequence example is driven from the advanced sequence table shown in Figure 21. The explanations below pertain to Table 7 and the flow chart depicts sequence flow for the gated auto advance mode.

Table 7: Sequence advance in gated run mode option

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Advance mode</th>
<th>Arm options</th>
<th>Idle waveform</th>
<th>Abort signal</th>
<th>Initiate signal</th>
<th>Wave loops</th>
<th>Jump flag</th>
<th>Jump signal</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auto</td>
<td>Armed DC</td>
<td>BUS</td>
<td>F.P, Trigger</td>
<td>1-1M</td>
<td></td>
<td>Bit (0/1)</td>
<td>Event</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gated, auto sequence

Now let us analyze how a sequence behaves if you place the run mode in gated and advance mode in auto. Figure 21 shows the actual sequence table entries and Figure 22 depicts the sequence flow as listed in the sequence table.

Notice that as soon as the sequence is programmed, the output starts idling on a DC level and waits there for a valid gating signal. The output then starts generating the sequences in an ascending order, as listed in the advanced sequence table. Also notice that the jump flag for Step 3 is set to “1”. The jump flag controls the flow of the sequence. When encountered, the output dwells on the sequence until a jump event is asserted, in this case, Step 3 of the sequence. The sequence continues until it reaches Step 5 and then resumes generating the sequence again without delay and without waiting for external signals to trigger the sequence.

If there was no jump flag set for Step 3, The same sequence shown in Figure 22 would repeat itself continuously and indefinitely until turned off by the user.

The sequence can be stopped when one of three conditions occurs: 1) an abort signal is asserted and returns the sequence pointer to a DC level where the output idles until the sequence is re-enabled 2) another output function is programmed by the user, or 3) the gating signal transitions to low and hence terminates the gated operation.
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